Outline for Entrepreneurial Coaching Lab (E-Lab) Summer 2022

Date

Time

07.04.2022

08.04.2022

26.04.2022

05.05.2022

09.05.2022

11.05.2022

12.05.2022

16.05.2022

25.05.2022

02.06.2022

10-16:30

10-16:30

Status

Location What's happening

mandatory

E-Lab Education Day 1
Coach personality, coaching role, coaching basics,
trustworthy and open communication
(Lunch break is 12:30-13:30, in case you have to
online schedule a call, please use this time)

mandatory

E-Lab Education Day 2
Guiding by questions, GROW model, conflict
transformation, coaching interventions
(Lunch break is 12:30-13:30, in case you have to
online schedule a call, please use this time)

19-20

online but feel very
invited to meet in
highly smaller groups during
recommended or after the workshop

Workshop "First team meeting" by Carlos Gerber
(Demodesk) - Get all steps and methods to create
an awesome first meeting with your teams, and a
solid baseline setting

19-20

online but feel very
invited to meet in
highly smaller groups during
recommended or after the workshop

Workshop "Growth mindset" by Anastasia
Myasnichenko (UnternehmerTUM) - How to
internally align with development and growth, and
make this mindset accessible to others for instance
through giving feedback

18-19

19-20:30

18-19

Workshop "Problem / Solution Fit" by Valentin
Sawadski (UnternehmerTUM) - How to make sure
that you develop a solution that is actually needed
(this workshop has an entrepreneurial focus instead
online of coaching focus)

optional

online but feel very
invited to meet in
highly smaller groups during
recommended or after the workshop

Workshop "Intercultural communication" by
Anastasia Myasnichenko (UnternehmerTUM) Become aware and navigate cultural challenges,
and foster cultural synergies

Workshop "Customer Centricity" by Jens Pohl
(Knauf Digital) - Get to know your customer first,
then come up with ideas (this workshop has an
online entrepreneurial focus instead of coaching focus)

optional

Workshop "How to motivate teams" Mike Fend
(PDC Energy US) - Dive deeper into the brain
chemistry during a conflict and how to shift focus,
plus learn how to create motivational boosts for
your teams

19-20

online but feel very
invited to meet in
highly smaller groups during
recommended or after the workshop

19-20

online but feel very
invited to meet in Workshop "Great Retrospectives" by Jasmin Kraus
highly smaller groups during (Enjance) - Learn how to organize meaningful
recommended or after the workshop retrospectives with your teams

18-19

Workshop "Lean Prototyping" by Richard Eckl
(UnternehemrTUM) - How can you test your
solution quickly and gain valuable insights for your
next iteration (this workshop has an entrepreneurial
online focus instead of coaching focus)

08.06.2022

19-20

15.07.2022

18-19

optional

Workshop "Game night: Iteration based work" by
online, every Franzi Heyde (UnternehmerTUM) - Learn a playful
highly participant needs own way to foster iteration based work stiles for your
recommended
computer teams
highly
appreciated

online or offline E-Lab Celebration + certificates

Please note: In addition to the above we will offer group retrospectives and peer reflection (kollegiale Fallberatung)
for which we'll set up meetings in coordination with you
If you have questions, reach out to Franzi Heyde (heyde@unternehmertum.de)
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